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These installation instructions are provided as a general guideline to cover most installations: some installations may

require different specifications. Read and understand these installation instructions before beginning any work.

Fortis Arbor Wood Grout - patent pending - was developed for use with Fortis Arbor wood mosaics to expand

and contract with the natural movement of wood tiles. Other uses of Fortis Arbor grout must be determined by

the end user. Tradesmen have used Fortis Arbor grout sucessfully for uses including grouting end-grain

flooring installations, filling gaps between wood floor and wall boards, grout joints between ceramic or stone

foors and wood floors.

For best results Fortis Arbor grout should be used on wood products that have acclimated to their installation

environment. This includes the following practices: 

• HVAC systems have been operating for at least 48 hours to stabilize the ambient temperature and humidity.

• Storage and installation conditions of wood products match temperature and humidity conditions when the

building is occupied. 

• All concrete in the installation area has cured for at least 60 days.

DO NOT store or install wood products in abnormally humid conditions relative to normal occupied building

temperature and humidity conditions.

Fortis Arbor grout can be coated with most water and oil based clear coat products. A small test area should be used

to determine compatibility and desired results. When using water based polyurethane a preliminary sealer is

recommended before final polyurethane finish application.

Do not add water to Fortis Arbor grout. Older grout may have a drier feel than newer grout. This will not effect product

performance. Fortis Arbor grout has a one year shelf life.

Fortis Arbor Wood Grout
Installation Instructions

Fortis Arbor Grout uses a special blend

of binders and fillers to achieve a

flexible grouting system that is water

proof, resists staining and rebounds to

98% of its original volume after

compression. 

Available in three convenient pre-mixed

sizes: 

½ gallon: covers approximately 25 sqft

1 gallon: covers approximately 50 sqft

2 gallon: covers approximately 100 sqft

Available in three colors to compliment our

wood mosaics:

Brick: compliments rosewood

Coffee: compliments teak and rosewood

Sand: compliments bamboo and teak

DO NOT use Fortis Arbor Grout stored

more than 1 year after the manufactured

date marked on the lid of the grout

container.

Grouting 1 Grouting 2

The area to be grouted before starting initial

clean up will depend on ambient

temperature and humidity conditions and air

flow at the installation site. Start by

grouting a few square feet at a time to

check grout drying time before grouting a

large area.

Spread grout over the face of the tiles using

a rubber grout float. Holding the float at a 45º

angle to the face of the tile, work in a parallel

motion to the grout lines to ensure

completely filling the joints.

For best results grout and room temperature

should be above 60º Fahrenheit.

DO NOT add water to the grout.

Grouting 3
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Remove excess grout by holding the float at

a 90º angle to the face of the tile and working

diagonally across the grout lines.

Grouting 4 Grouting 5

Initial Clean Up

Begin initial cleaning when the grout film

just starts to dry on the surface of the tiles.

Depending on temperature, humidity and air

flow at the installation site, this could be

between 5 and 10 minutes. Use a

scotchbrite pad, dampen -- NOT WET -- the

pad and scrub the residue on the tile surface

working in a diagonal motion to the grout

joints. This will create a uniform slurry of

grout residue on the surface of the

installation.

DO NOT introduce excess water to the

grout or tiles. Use only a damp, -- NOT

WET -- scotchbrite pad and sponge to

clean the grout from the surface of the

tiles. DO NOT let water sit on the surface

of the tiles.

Grouting 6

Initial Clean Up

Using a new, clean, slightly damp -- NOT

WET -- sponge, clean off the surface film by

working in a diagonal motion to the grout

joints. Be careful not to remove excess grout

from the grout joints. Rinse the sponge

frequently using 2 buckets of water: one for

rinsing out the heavy residue, the next for

rinsing the sponge with clean water.

Use a clean, dry cloth working in a diagonal

motion to the grout joints to remove any final

grout residue and moisture. 

DO NOT allow grout residue to dry on the

installation surface.  

If grouting an installation that is to be

sanded the following clean up steps can

be skipped.

Grouting 8

Final Clean Up

Using 220 grit sandpaper, lightly sand the

surface of the tiles using a random circular

motion. For 1x2 inch mosaic patterns and

liners sanding in the direction of the grain is

recommended. 

The purpose of this light sanding step is not

to aggressively sand the tiles but to simply

remove any grout residue left on the surface

of the tiles. If the surface was cleaned well

during the previous step this sanding step

may not be necessary.

For floor applications you may use drum

sanders or standard wood floor sanding

methods.  A random orbital palm-type sander

equipped with 220 grit paper can be used if

desired.

Grouting 9

Final Clean Up

Using a scotchbrite pad, lightly buff the

surface of the tiles using a random circular

motion.

This light buffing will remove any final grout

residue and prepare the tiles for the final

sealer/clear coat. 

When abutting very thick stone, wood,

or porous ceramic tile, or if excessive

moisture is introduced into the grout

there may be slight gaps or cracks 

that develop in the grout when it has

dried. If this occurs simply apply

another application of grout over the

first.

Grouting 7

Final Clean Up

DO NOT clean with excessive water or

introduce excessive water into the grout

or tiles.

Once the installation is grouted, keep air

moving over the drying grout. This will speed

curing and keep excess moisture from

soaking into the tiles.

Keep all traffic off the installation and do not

start final clean up until the grout is fully

cured (approximately 24 hours). Clean tools

with soap and warm water.
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Sealing 1

Vacuum and use a damp cloth or tack cloth to

thoroughly remove any dust or residue from

the surface of the installation.

Make sure ALL grout residue has been

removed from the surface of the tiles

before applying a preliminary sealer.

Using a clean brush, apply the preliminary

sealer onto the grout joints. Be sure to work

a generous amount of the preliminary

sealer into the grout joints.

Follow up by brushing with very light

pressure and work in a parallel motion to the

grout lines.

The preliminary sealer may appear whitish or

milky in the grout joints. this will dissipate as

the sealer dries.

Allow at least 2 to 4 hours of drying time

then apply the finish sealer/clear coat.

Sealing 2
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